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KEY MARKET HIGHLIGHTS: CA ACRES LOOK DOWN TOWARDS 400,000, PERHAPS LOWER 

- California Calrose Rice brings home coveted “World’s Best Rice” award  

- The question of CA price and acres remains unknown… crop looks to be very short. 

- Farm and Trade / CRE Trading Floor show last sales at $22/cwt over for 2013/14 crop… slow trading now 

- Australian down 25% in 2014 with poor growing conditions, while drought conditions put 2015 in question.  

- Turkey buys unprecedented +200 TMT of California rice.  They are also having their own drought concerns. 

- CA water has major problems brewing as extreme drought conditions add to very low reservoir storage. 

- AgriFin: Get Cash, Keep Control... An amazing success story!  
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Quote of the Week: James 1:2-4 “Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials, knowing 

that the testing of your faith produces endurance. And let endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be 

perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.” 
 

Grower Market Discussions &Meetings: Talk on overall market conditions, current prices, and general direction 

VIP! OPEN MEETING FOR ALL GROWERS / BANKERS IN CALIFORNIA 
Next Grower Meeting – WED. July 16

th
, 2014 – Farm & Trade – 9287 Midway, Suite 2B, Durham CA 

11:30am – Delicious Sandwiches Provided – 

Because our Growers deserve the BEST! - No buyers or buyer representative please 
 

GROWER NOTE: We have interest in 2014/15 Calrose rice at + cwt over loan, please call us! 

SELLER INDICATION:      $22.00 - $50.00/cwt over loan  Indication: ▲▲▬ UP/UP/FLAT 

BUYERS INDICATION:    $17.00 - $23.00/cwt over loan        Indication: ▲▲▬ UP/UP/FLAT 

KNOWN MARKET TRADES:      $22.00 - $23.00/cwt over loan  Indication: ▲▲▬ UP/UP/FLAT 

*Note the above price is based on information at print and may change depending on market conditions. 
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KEY UPDATES: Tightest Local & Global Supply in Recent History… Price Looks Up Toward Record! 
 

USDA predicts CA acres at lowest point since 1993, as CA industry calls it tighter to “around” 400,000 !  
 

It has been a bit of time since we talked about the direction of the CA rice industry and supplies have continued to 

retract from what many had expected. In fact, the CA acres are the lowest in recent history (1993 or before) and the 

drought is having dramatic effects on the industry. There are also fears that there will not be enough rice to mill and 

market from the 2015 crop, unless major rains fill the reservoirs. Reports from the Southern U.S. rice states indicate 

that medium grain acres are only about 235,000, which is well below most estimates. Several players indicate that 

with some of the global issues occurring (Australia, Turkey and others) this is one of the tightest supplies for 

the overall global Japonica market ever seen. Taken all together, the question is not if the market is tight, but how 

exceptionally tight the market really is, along with how players in CA will plan for probable supply shortfalls in 

2015 and potentially 2016.  There have been players that are trying to talk down price potential, which could mean 

they are still short old crop (data indicates someone is short) or just trying to buy in before true price potential is 

known. We also have some real concern that planted acres and harvested acres will be different, especially as several 

growers are reporting to have water shut off on already planted fields. Clearly, fundamentals are strongly indicating 

prices should push towards or over the record levels we saw in 2008. Even at these levels, one could say prices are 

undervalued as buyers who are first in will get the best deal. With water sales pushing to the $30/cwt over level, the 

bar has been set very, very high.  

 

To show little math:  To start, the lateness of the planted crop and the over 40 million cwts used by May 1 are 

indicating basically no real carry in as we move to new crop. This is a bit unexpected and a scary reality.  The 

400,000 acres that the CA industry is using as the crop estimate would roughly equal about 32 million cwts.  If you 

take the normal or even rationed MA business away from this you are left with only 14-15 million cwts out of 

CA for every other export market and ALL domestic sales.  This is how crazy tight the industry is and 

generally this is not understood on many international or domestic levels. Add this to the point that there is 

massive uncertainty what the crop in 2015/16 will be, as water is very much unknown; you have a summary of what 

California will go through.  It is clear that the reservoirs will be nearly, if not empty towards the end of the rice 

growing season (see graphs on next page).  This puts the excessive pressure on rain to refill our reservoirs. Like 

happened to the Australians in 2008 (NO crop), you have major issues when your reservoirs are emptied and it takes 

many years to fully come back.  The recovery could take a bit of time and be a true adjustment.    

 

Calrose Is A Premium Variety: For a long time, many players looked at the CA industry more like a commodity 

rather than the premium product it is. As was shown this year when California Calrose won the “World’s Best Rice” 

at the World Rice Conference, beating out many other global premium rice varieties.  This includes the basmati 

market, which is selling from $1,300 to $1,600 per ton depending on purity and this compares to the roughly $400 

for normal Indica / long grain type varieties (1/3 value).  The basmati market also trades about 5 million tons per 

year, which is double the volume of Japonica exported.   Moving to the next logical step and looking at the prices 

needed to decrease demand; this is where many get misaligned on the idea of price elasticity.  When you have a 

premium product (whether real-estate or rice), you have very little change in demand when price moves and 

customers often continue to buy at much higher prices than is expected.  In fact, you have a very tough time 

rationing more than 7%-10% of demand as economics shows that price is then not an effective tool in decreasing 

demand. Timing of purchase becomes the key variable, which makes the dynamic fascinating as the domestic market 

often gets shorted with export players getting supplies earlier.    

 

Lastly, one could really compare the current year to two different periods. One was in 2007-2008 where price hit the 

current record and the second in 1993, when prices that year set an earlier record.  

 

*Obviously demand since 1993 has increased significantly and data is showing that you will need to ration about 

20% of all medium grain demand in the coming year.  

 

* WE had much more paddy supply overall in 2007 entering 2008, when we set record prices, than the 

current period.  
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